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Col. Brown To Head, XU Military Unit
ORGANIZATIONS PREPARE FLOATS
FOR HOMECOMING CELEBRATION

Appointment As PMS&T Autlwrized By President;
'Distinguislied' ROTC Detc1clmient Goal Of New Co

By order of President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Lt. Col.
Jesse H. Brown has been appointed as Professor of Military
Science and Tactics for the Xavier Reserve Officers Training
Corps. Col. Brown replaces Col. George L. Holsinger, who
retired from the same post at the end of the last academic

\

G1·oups Allowecl $2 5 for Construction of Float;
- Designs Must Be Subm,iued by Nov. 8 Deadline
One of the biggest and most important events of the fast
approaching homecoming events· of Saturday, Nov. 13, will be
the float parade in which the float of Queen Charlehe Dumont
and those of the Xavier extra curricular organizations will
participate.
Frank Garry, chairm~n of the·
homecoming float committee, has.
announced that the office of Rev.
Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J., dean
of men, is now accepting designs
for floats from representatives of
various Xavi\)r organizations. The
final date for organization representatives to submit float plans
has been set as Monday, Nov. 8.
When this float description has.
been submitted, the organization.
will be given $25 expense money
with which to build its float.
At the festivities following the
float parade, the floats will be
judged by a panel yet to be announced, and then tl1e queen will
present three cash awards of $25,
(Continued from Page 3)

Musketeer Editors\,
Plan Annual of '55
The first wheels in the workings of the 1955 Xavier Musketeer· began to turn this past week
with the appointment of a staff
to edit this year's XU annual. L.
Harold Matthews, junior gradu-

Honorary Colonel
Candidates ,Chosen
At Tea Sunday

Sunday afternoon, in the Albert D. Cash Memorial Room in
Logan Hall, the Xavier Order of
Military Merit will hold its annual tea for the purpose of choosing the candidates for the title of
Honorary Cadet Colonel.
The social, which will last from
2: 30 p.m. to 5 p.m., is the scene
Seven Xavier alumni, one pro- of the selection of five girls from
fessor and one member of the the assembled Evening College
Dads' Club will be on the ballots damsels who will run in the genin next Tuesday's election.
· eral election of all military stuRunning for re-election to the dents in competition for the
Ohio State Senate is William H. colonel's eagles. The Military
Deddens (R) of the class of '19. Ball will be held Jan. 14.
Bernard C. Fox (D), class of
'47, Robert F. Groneman (R),
fourth term candidate of the class
of '39, Wlliam J. Luttmer (D),
class of '48, and Th.omas C. Spraul
(D), class of '48, are all running
Fellowships to graduating stufor seats in the Ohio House of dents who show "outstanding
Representatives.
qualities of intellect, character
J. Harry Moore (D), class of and personality" will be awarded
'25, is a candidate for the office by the Woodrow Wilson Fellowof Hamilton County Commission- ship Program of the Association
er.
.
of Graduate Schools.
George E. Kearns (R), class of
The fellowships are awarded by
'18, is running for re-election to
invitation
and upon nomination
the Common Pleas Court.
William . S. Schramm (D), a by the faculty.
Last year 14 fellows were semember of the Dads' Club, is a
candidate for the post of Hamil- lected from the Ohio-Michigan
ton County Auditor. A. Raymond area. One of these was Tom LipTilton (D), assistant professor of pert, former News Editor, who
Accounting, is running for Butler received a fellowship at the University of North Carolina.
County Auditor.

X j}!Jen Seek 9
Pziblic Of fices

Next Tuesda.y

Wilson F elloivsliips
Offered to Grads

Lt. Col. Brown

Xavier P1·ofessors
Featured At Peace
Meeting In Capital
Xavier University will be represented prominently at the annual meeting of the Catholic Association for International Peace
to be held Nov. 12, 13, and 14 at
Washington, D. C.
W. Eugene Shiels, S.J., chairman of the department of History,
will lead a seminar discussion on
Inter-American problems. Fr.
Shiels, who is associate editor of
The Americas, has specialized in
Latin American history.
·Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, director of the Xavier graduate division, will complete his third successive term as president of the
organization and will preside at
the climaxing Peace Award Banquet to be held at the Hotel Mayflower.

Philopedians' Season Opens Saturday

Harold Matthews

By Bob }1te11ke
Webster ·defines it as: "A regulated discussion of a given
proposition between two matched sides as a test of forensic
ability." And there are some men of Xavier who are not
loath to accept this challenge to their argumentative aspirations. And who are these men of Xavier? They are members

of the 114-year-old Poland Philoate of St. Xavier High School, pedian Debating Society, which
will edit the 1955 edition of the dates from the beginning of JesMusketeer, according to faculty uit control at Xavier.
adviser Dr. Charles F. ·Wheeler.
One of the most active organMatthews has had previous ex- izations on campus, the Debating
perience in this type of work, Society, under the able guidance
having served last year as Musk- of its new moderator, Rev. John
eteer associate editor.
H. Reinke, S.J., has long range
Assisting him on the staff will plans for this year's competition
be associate editors John Custer with colleges and universities in
and Tom Kerver, business man- Washington, D.C., New York,
ager Bill Smith, and photograph- Chicago, and other cities throughers Gerald Karches and Mel out the East and Midwest.
Saturday the debaters will
Brennan.
The staff has already met, and journey to Denison University,
is presently working out a cover at Granville, Ohio, to participate
design and a theme for the com- in the Denison University Warming yearbook. No definite pub- Up Tournament. From here on
lication date has yet been set, but in, it will be all work ·and little
the book is tentatively scheduled play for the members in their deto appear sometime late in May. bating of this year's topic: "REAs soon as the cover and theme SOLVED: that the United States
have been decided, the staff will should extend diplomatic recogmalte arrangements to have pic- nition to the Communist governtures taken of the various classes ment of China." The two affirmand Xavier activities. Further ative teams will consist of Bob
additions to the staff will be made 'Siegenthaler and Tom Kerver,
and Mayo Mohs and John Grupat a future date.

penhoff. Members of the two negative teams will be Bob Manley
and Bill Glueck, and Lloyd Lill
and Wally Brusch. Other mem-

bers attending will be Jack
Gladis, Joe Bien, and Conrad
Danakowski, a 1 on g with Fr.
Reinke.
This is not the first year of
such an active schedule for the
society however, as last year the
Society visited Chicago, Washington, D. C., and other cities
throughout the Midwest. The dn~
(Continued on Page 7)

semester. The order was announced Tuesday, Oct. 26, through
Second Army headquarters at Ft.
George Meed, Maryland.
Col. 'Brown stated that he and
his staff are "very enthusiastic
over the· interest of the young
men in the Xavier Corps, and we
shall try to give them all we can."
Although he plans no major policy changes, Col. Brown said that
he has "aspirations that the Xavier ROTC regiment will be of
sufficient quality to be designated
as a 'distinguished' ROTC unit."
He plans to stress the Corps
motto, "Learn to Lead."
Col. Brown was first commissioned in 1931 and subsequently
served during World War II in
the Air Force Training Command
and the War Department. He has
earned nine military awards including the Army Commendation
Ribbon, the American Defense'
Service Medal, the American
Campaign Medal, the World War
II Victory Medal, the Korean
Campaign Medal (3 stars), the
United Nations Service Medal,
the Bronze Star Medal, the
Armed Forces Reserve Medal (1
cluster), and the National Defense Service Medal.

Civil Service Jobs
Offered To Seniors
Mr. John C. Ryan, chief of the
U.S. Civil Service Regional Experimenting and Placement Division, will visit the Xavier campus
Wednesday, Nov. 3, to discuss
career opportunities in the federal civil service with students
interested in a governmental position. Interviews will be held in
the Dorothy Albers Fine Arts
Room, beginning at 9: 30 a.m. All
students are eligible for interviewing.
A variety of scientific, professional, and administrative positions available to graduating seniors will be discussed. College
seniors are eligible to file applications for federal positions before graduation. This visit will
be one of a series of visits by
Commission representatives to
rnajor colleges and universities
throughout the country.
Seniors interested in career opportunities in federal social security offices are invited to meet
with Mr. Edwin Raum, manager
·.of the Cincinnati district offices,
any weekday at the social security district office, 810 Walnut St.,
phone DU 2200. Mr. Raum will
discuss employment opportqbities in his agency for the midterm and the June graduate. Currently, the office is recruiting 200
college students for assignment
in district offices in Ohio and
Michigan.

Fr. O'Connor In Hospital
Rev. John H. Klenke, 8.J., Bob Manley, Lloyd Lill, Joe Bien,
John Grupenboff, Conra4 Danakow1kl and Bill Glueck, pictured from
left to rl1bt, wilt attend the Denllon Warm-Up Tournament Saturday
Photo b71 Karches
to open the current debate season.

Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.,
dean of the College of Liberal
Arts, was admitted to Good Samaritan Hospital Thursday, Oct.
21. His illness was diagnosed as
pneumonia; however, his condition is reported as good.

/
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A ,High Degree Of Spirit

cc
»
ast year at this time more than 92% of the present sophomore class turned out at the polls for the election of what
\vas at that time the officers of the freshman class. A comparison of this percentage with the number of students who
?r~ina~ily turn out for class elections is quite favorable, but
1t 1s still~ long way from being perfect.
This ye~r~s freshman class has thus far shown a high
degree of spmt for almost everything connected with Xavier
a fact most strongly evidenced by their support of a winles~
football team. The approaching frosh elections present another,
and perhaps greater challenge to this spirit. For, unlike the
support of a football team, the support of a slate of officers is
of personal concern to every single freshman.
For 92% of a class to vote is an achievement but nevertheless it is far from an unbreakable record. A c~nsideration of
the importance of this election should be more than sufficient
to give each freshman the necessary incentive to take two
minutes of his time on either Nov. 4 or 5 and stop at the voting
place in the library building to cast his ballot for the men who
will represent him.
.

cc

Persuassion Needed? •

L

·-OF
--.·-·NOTE
--· ··-·By Dick Ca11eUa
Let it be said that last week
Raya Garbousava played, felt
and breathed up to all the
things that were said of her
prior to last week's concert.

Americans are as little used to
Haydn played so langourously, as
Beethoven played langourously,
the right way in his case, but
after one Garbousova Concerto in
D Major, one begins to wonder
whom he likes better, Garbousova
or Haydn. Still no artist is greater than the work she plays.
Strauss' "Don Quixote," Miss
Garbousova's other offering is
fine vehicle for a woman cellist,
cc.
»
in its solo parts, but overall is a
bit garish. A German interpretahe modern world has witnessed many leading economic
tion of a Spanish epic by i Rustheorists expend great intellectual efforts in research and
sian artist under an American
inquiry in attempts to determine what is the secret of securing
·conductor is a task that may
the general welfare of a stable economy. David Ricardo, Karl
never be realized.
Marx, Lord John Maynard Keynes and many others have come
The program notes said of
up with their theories. None of these men arrived at what has
"Souvenirs," the orchestra's conproved to be the perfect answer to this question.
Ever since the French revolutionaries proposed that ·whattribution, "Barber's music Is not
ever is ancient, medieval or Christian should be eliminated as.
'neo-anything.' " Correctly Interno longer useful to the modern society, scholars, who have
preted this means "neo"-nothlng.
attempted to find answers to the vital question of the general
Proported to be a ballet piece
welfare with which the modern world is constantly faced, have
with an intemational sweep In
been deprived of a chief tool of inquiry-Scholastic Philostempos "Souvenirs" sounds more
oph~. We do not mean to imply that these men accomplished
like the music for an around the
nothmg, but that what weaknesses that are present in their
world trip In Cinerama. Viewed
economic theories can be traced to paucious philosophical enfrom the angle of a concert piece,
deavors.
a ballet score or even a David
Deism, Physiocracy, Victoria! Liberalism and Statism have
Rose original, this Indeed Is not
not provided the necessary supports for finding the ultimate
the American music we should be·
answers to economic questions. It is by a return to Scholashearing. This one would bave
ticism as a guide for economic research that we can successbeen better saved for the Liberfully seek answers to the pressing economic problems of these
ace concerts.
days.
This week the eve'r emptying
Heinrich Pesch has spearheaded the move to place the
and unused seats at the Symindependent science of economics in its proper relation to
phony should bulge to near caBy Htma Geialer
sound philosophical principles. He devoted a lifetime to scholpacity for everybody's sweetheart,
arly research and writing. Many of his ideas are reflec.ted in
Roberta Peters. She will sing
the encyclicals of Leo XIII and Pius XI. These men have
songs of Mozart and Bellini, and
Pierre Mendes-France, the French Premier, is an example arias, one each, by Verdi (Rigproven that economic science and Scholasticism are not only
compatable, ibut complementary.
of the type of man we need to head the goverments of the oletto) and Delibes (Lakme). No
non-Communist world. In attempting to reach an accord with more inducement seems necessary
the
Bonn government on economic and military issues, he has for that. Miss Peters has two
cc
»
looked
beyond the petty prejudices existing between France great gifts-a voice and beauty.
veryone, in a movement of consideration, would admit that
It is to be desired that the one
·
he would be willing to divert seven seconds from what- and Germany. Not only is this
will not become a detriment · to
broadmindedness
not
-generally
between
France
and
Germany
are
ever he happened to be doing, if he knew th·at by doing so
the
more permanent other, and
he could possibly prevent himself from being seriously per- found anywhere, but it is found as yet only in the planning stage, indeed some day she can possess
even less in France where the the military plan will soon be
haps mortally injured.
'
that beauty which even a blind
According to our Elgin it takes a little less than seven question of Germany is the issue. presented to the French assembly. man can know.
Just last Saturday, in a i·adio "This new plan will permit three
sec.onds for the new pedestrian crossing light on Victory Park•
way to change from "WAIT" to "WALK," after one presses broadcast to the French people, things which large segments of
There is in any art form and in
Premier
said
that
he
was
dethe
French
people
have
opposed
the
the signal button.
any phase or school of it, a 0 cult"
·
On the front page of The News of Nov. 20, 1953 there termined to make far-reaching and which are certain to plague of "inner circle" in which~ the
appeared a report of City Traffic Engineer George W. Howie's economic accords with the West Mendes-France in the assembly . spirit of that phase or school Is
promise to install this crossing light. The story concluded Ger111an government.· He did this debate. They are the fact that the perfected to the "nth" ·desree.
with: "Mr. Howie pointed out that at the present time the at the risk of his political career,. Germans will be able to create a Thus in poetry we have sonnets,
motorist does not actually have a legal right of way at the since, if the French assembly general staff on the army level,, in painting ceramics, in claBllcal
crosswalk. But a green light will establish that legal right of doesn't accept and vote affirma- form military units at the army ' music, string quartets, and in jazz
way for the motorist, so that the student who crosses against tively on his proposals, Mendes- group level for integration with the combos. These latter made up
the light will be both in greater danger than before and in France will have to take the neg- other allied forces, and enter di- the first half of the Ellington
ative vote as a sign of "no con- rectly into NATO."
violation of the law."
'
Mendes-France seemingly cares show Wednesday a week ago at
fidence"
and resign from office.
Those relatively few students who have adopted the unthe Taft. Not the usual fare of
Although the economic accords
(Continued on Page 8)
healthy practice of crossing against the light should consider
followers of Duke Ellington, stlll
the fact that seven seconds is a small price to pay to escape
Stan Getz, Dave Brubeck, and
the hazards of "Bloody Run."
Gerry Mulllgan made an lmpres·
slon. The difference was that
these were peopled with many
"pickup" musicians, a peculiarity
\'f CO(
.
to jazz, unlike the staid brother~~
'4". '
Member
hood of a string quartet and not
like the unison of the long term
~=.~ Jesuit Collere Newspaper A'5'D.
By Do11 Hellkamp
members of the Ellington organ_~~elated Collegiate _Pr~
ization.
~ ""=-- '. ~
: The Catholic School Press· Ass'n.
Duke is an institution, of course,
~ie.--=::_::·'i•t -~~ .
Intercollegiate College Press
but
some credit is also due the
$A RP f. f.'
Ohio College Newspaper Ass'n.
"Keeps your hair neat but not (ugh) greasy." Gee, it's welcome, happy feel of MulliPublished weekly during the school year except during vacation periods by x 1
University, Hamilton County, Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio. $1.50 per year. av er
even on the radio now. These newspaper characters really gan's crew and to Brubeck, the
Entered as .second class .matter October 4, 1946 at the Post Office' at
only jazz artist I've known who
Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act of March 3, 1879.
become well known. I can picture Fosdick now with 68 bullet can create a jazz feeling and hold
:r~:~iW-ca:.F .............................................................................................eob sterenthaler 'AG
holes in his body as he brings Anyface to justice. What a man! it. So when the Post's Eleanor
BU
G E T 0 R ................................................................................................... Tom Kerver 'Gil
SINESS llfANAGER............................................................................
. Bill Smith' 'lifl
But
the women also have a lot to be said for them. What about Bell bemoans Brubeck's classical
ASSOCIATE EDITORS ............ Hans Gel1Jer, 'GG, Bob lllanley, ·;i:i7.".l;;'iiil··van Flande • 'G7
FEATURE EDITOR ......................................................................................... '......... Andrew Spar::• ''ifl
Penny's
suggestion ih last Sunillusions, she might first try to
COLUMNISTS ............................Rlcbard Costello, 'lili, Hans Geisler 'lii:i Don Hellk
' •11'•
Mayo Mohs. •ua
' •
amp, .,,
bringing in politics during Amer- observe the difference between
day's
Enquirer?
She
wanted
reREPORTERS ........;···Dave Allen, '1111, ~ob Brock, 'G7, Dan Coletla, •1111, Franlr Hamel ,57
port cards for parents. Then they ican history. Phil Philosopher Mulligan's b~ritone saxophone
Dan Herth, llll, Bob Jaenke, 117, Tom McAullffe, 'G7, Joe JllcCarlhv •57 j 0 h '
"
•
n
N•l'Yo '118, Bill Poole, 'G8, .Jim VanFlandern •:;7
would not be too critical if they merits a big F for talking over and a tenor saxophone, to say
SPORTS EDITOR .............................................................'. .............................................. Bruno Wolff , 116
SPORTS WRITERS .................... Jlm Brandewlede, '1111, Mel Brennan '117 .Jaek Cbe
' 'G7
were up against the same thing. everyone's head and not reach- nothing of its distinctively differDom Glordano, 'Gii, .John Haley, 'li7, Charlie Woe1le •:;11
'
'
rry,
•
She's got a point, but of course ing any of the students. Pete ent sound. This ~ight be done by
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR ............................................................. :...................... Gerald Karchei 'llfl
PHOTOGRAPHERS ........................................................Mel Brennan '117 .Jlm Brandewled ' '/Ill
Poeh'y never gives a test on Mon- listening to what is played, per
~fENING COLLEGE EDITOR ........................................................... :.....•.. '............ Doroth~ TraieHr we can take it further.
RCULATION ........................................................................................................ Jobn c. Grllnlnl' '117
Suppose we were to grade days or after holidays, A. Ken se, and not what "ought to be"
CARTOONIST.................................................................................................................. Tony Damico' '~IJ
teachers. (Who's that smacking Chemistry has an interesting played. It is obvious she was lis(The views and opinions as expressed by various feature writers columnists and '
writers do not necessarily express the official opinions of the Xavier University Adgurst his lips?) Think of the possibil· class answers all questions but
tening from so far out in left
lstratlon. Matters of official nature appearing In the "News" wlll be so design f J1)
ities. Harry Historian gets a C springs unannounced quizzes field, that she's never been near
~:~gti~ :'.3~~:t1.?~vviii~a
.........................................................................
Bernard L. ~.~1in
n
., ................................ Rev, Dr. Vfelor (J, Sleehsehulte, S,J,
because he couldn't refrain from
(Continued from Page 3)
the jazz "inner circle."
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~~mecoming ,Dance To Be SOUTH HALL SURVEY ~=s~:,!;e!a:!'"
Biggest Ever ·Says Head
Stated in Article
·

by John J'an Flandern
Nea.,. A,11ociate Editor

between Xavier and John .Carroll
saw 17 floats parade before the
judges. "It is our hope," said Garry, "that that nu.mber can be well
surpassed this year b~active participation of all Xavier extra curricular activities.

QUESTION: Do you believe that American schools should be segregated?
Re11orler: Dave Allen

The Homecoming Committee
Dr. Thomas J. Hailstones, Prohas also announced the plans for
fessor of Economics: "Basically,
the Homecoming Dance arrangesegregation
ments. "This should be the bigshould be elimgest and best Homecoming Dance
in ate d. The
and Program ever.", General
greatest barrier
:Chairman Chuck Marcellino said,
to its eliminain making public the plans.
ti on in our
Dancing will be provided by
schools at the
the music of Chris Christensen's
present time
ten piece orchestra, with interappears to be
vals filled by music from the Bob
the reluctance
Keys Combo, so that continual
By Dan Herth
of certain miThe Student Health Service nority groups
music will be provided throughout the dance. Girl vocalists with at Xavier, although not wide- and individuals, who can create
with both groups will provide a ly publicized performs in- disturbances out of proportion to
variety of singing. Xavier's own
' .
h the"ir numbers to accept non
faculty trio of Rev. H. Ratterman numerable services for t e segregation. It •is my belief thatS.J., James V. McC':'mrniskey, students of Xavier through- one of our paramount tasks is to
S.~., and John H. Remke, S.J., out ~he school year. L?cated. on educate all people regarding the
w1ll also ·be on hand to entertain. ~he f~rst floor Qf the Umon Build- social, political, and economic
By popular demand, the dance mg, its doors are open from 3 :3o problems involved in segregation
will begin at eight p.m. this year, a.~. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through in an effort to eventually win
last until one. The Committee al- Friday.
.
general acceptance of non-segreso announces that the seating ca- If a Xavier man needs some gation"
pacity has been expanded to 1"pills for his ills" the health ser·
• • •
1,200, the greatest ever, and that vice is available and soon used
Harry O'Brien, '58: "I firmly
the entire fieldhouse floor will by him. Besides receiving the believe that our schools should
be reserved for dancing, provid- proper medical treatment, his not be segreing the largest dance floor area morale might be raised a bit by gated. America
in the Cincinnati area.
Miss Shirley Fehr, the head stu- is a free counMiss Charlene Dumont, repre- ~e.n~ nurse. Althoug~ this is her tr Y and w as
senting the Confererate Club will mitlal year at Xavier, she soon founded on the \}
reign as Queen of the 1954 Xavier felt perfectly at ease and was Pr inc i P le of
Homecoming. Her attendents will passing out medical supplies as d e m 0 c r a cy.
be Betty Glynn, representing the well as some friendly words of Segregation is a
ROTC Rifle Club and Joan Thoss, advice.
direct contrarepresenting the Band. The girls
Enjoys Job
diction of this
were elected at the dance Friday Miss Fehr describes her job as democracy benight' Oct. 27. .
"the greatest." She goes to say, c a us e i t r e ED. 1'.JOT~: Pictures and per- "I enjoy talking to the fellows stricts certain races, creeds, and
sonal hi.stories of the queen and who come in." The fellows also colors from enjoying the freedom
court will appear Nov. 12.
enjoy talking to her. Before this which the rest of the people have.
reporter could even get her name, The states which have segregation
a patient with a head cold came in their schools usually have the
in and was treated. As the 'patient highest crime rates and the lowwas leaving, she cautioned, "Keep est standards of living. These are
(Continued from Page 1)
your head and feet dry and don't direct byproducts of the igno$15, and $10 respectively based run around with them wet." To ranee which is caused by segreo n ingenuity, appropriateness, the dorm students these words gation."
and execution. In addition, there have a familiar ring.
will be a prize of $15 for the most
Miss Fehr is well qualified for
humorous float. No float can win her job. A Cincinnatian living in
more than one prize. Thus, there Hyde Park, she decided on nurs(Continued from Page 2)
will be fciur separate prizes ing after graduation from St. which count heavily toward your
awarded to four separate floats. Mary's High School. The gradu- grade, C. Matt Math kept his
The 1954 homecoming has a ate of a six year course at Mt. St. class after the bell once too often
dual theme: the homecoming Joseph College and Good Samari- and is automatically discharged.
events themselves and also the tan Hospital, she took her first But why stop here? Let's grade
observance of Marian Year. One nursing job at Fort Scott Camp, everything and everybody.
of these t~o themes is suggested New Baltimore, Ohio. From Sep- The XU News comes out every
to representatives of organiza- tember of 1951 to May of 1953 Friday, sometimes, and is for
tions which wish to l?articipate. she taught the home nursing free, A. _It doesn't have enough
The cost of no float is allowed course under the direction of the pretty girls, D.
to be in excess of the $25 which Red Cross. During this past sum- South Hall is a good place. to
the university furnishes to each mer while at Fort Scott, she met relax and go~f ~ff ~rom studies,
group that submits a design. Any Dr. Schroder, the chairman of the A .Stones ~on t smk m the coffee,
organization· having a float may medical' staff at Xavier, and he C plus. Its only. seven ce!1ts,B.
also parade one or two conver- asked her if she would come to The bdookA sstohre. is . convemently
tibles, provided that they are Xavier.
l?cate • ·
ott 1mes are 1ong
decorated in an appropriate manImes there, D.
ner. Cost of decorating these con. Other Activities
Then perhaps we could . do
vertibles must be included in the Xavier's busy nurse, Miss Fehr, what we all have been domg
$
finds time to participate in the anyway. <?rade the athletes a~d
25
.
d t h k
th
t alumni Associations of Good Sa- the athletic department for their
.
·
I n or er o c ec on e amoun mar1tan
and Mt. St. Joseph, be- accomp l'is h ments. G oo d
runs,
of mon~y spent by each group, sides the pursuit of her hobbies, hard blocking, sharp passing and
the chairman of each float com- k 'tt"
d"
d h
b k unyielding defense work all demittee must return to the dean .ndi. mgA, rea i_ndg Xan . ofrse ahc serve A Average plays deserve
· t f
11
r1 mg. n avi
av1er an s e
·
of men, receip s or a money b
t "I'
t
h
. "t c and poor work goes down as
spent on their float and also all oas s,b d ve hgo as mhuc ,, spiri it' deserves But turn about is fair
·
t
t Th as any o y w o goes ere.
·
money th a t 1s no spen ·
e Th
· d
.
f play so let's let the team grade
deadline for these returns is
e stu :~~ nurs~ is one. og the 'fans also.
0
Tuesday, N~v. 16.
.
::n~e:::~~~:vi~:o:i ';c::~~. ~~e For those . intrepi~ fans who
La~t years homecommg game h lth
. a1so h as on 1"ts s t aff come
out ram
or shme through
ea
service
.
.
four d 0 c t 0 r s who alternate thick or thm and cheer the team,
a well deserved A. For those who
•
throughout the week and who come out for the winning teams
are also on cal.I ~n we~kends. Th~ a B. A mediocre c for them what
doctors comprising this staff are. ome someti"mes and cheer some
The Evanston Campus library D c R" h d sh d
h · c
•
will operate under the following r.
thic ar d" ~ ~off~rD c ;ir- times. When we get to those that
schedule, Albert J. Worst, librar- man oJ e meDicaJ s. ah' pr.d etr- don't come, what can we say?
ome anson, r. osep
o es a Tell me team do we . have a
.
d
1an, announce .
'
an d D r. L eo s my th · J oe Doreh a k • big Dean's' List there?
DAILY
a pre-med student, is infirmarian
·
Monday through Saturdayat Xavier.
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Health Service maintains
EVENINGS
health records on all the students
Monday tlirough Thursdaytreated besides ·its other services.
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Open to all students, the Health
. 3818 Mont1ome17 Road
Silence m~t be preserved in Service is a valuable function
BvaDltoD
the readinl room.
open to the Xavier Men.

XU Student Health
Center Perlorms
varied Services

Float Construction
Rules Announced

Obiter Dicta

RENT A TYPEWRITER
Student rate, I montu $11
Complete touch typing book free
with each rental.
many races,
creeds and colors who worked together as one to make America
what it is. As of now, segregationists have not advanced one sound
principle why segregation should
continue to exist in what is supposed to be a free society. If we
are to mold our society as an
example to other nations, we
must face this issue equally and
without prejudice."
ED. NOTE: Submit your questions for the survey.

All makn Nl!IW POBTABLJ!:8 B•Tal.
Undel'Wood, Coroua, Bemlastoa - d ....
conditioned l!ITA.ND.&BD
fel'
tale.

-bl••

PETER PAUL SERVICE
808 MaiD Street

PA 0881

FOR THE

'YOUNG MAN

An exciting new sport
coat with styling as
new as tomorrow •••

"The Dale" has patch
flap pockets with cash
flap and side vents,
comes in richly textured fabrics that stand out
in any crowd ..Soft-napped
flannels in beautiful burnt
shades ... Hmmm, smooth,
Man. Tweeds with contrasty, subtle under colors
-faultlessly tailored for
slim lines an"d a casual,
comfortable fit. Truly a
dream sport coat any man
can afford-priced at only

Worst Announces
Library Schedule

f

THE SHIRT
LAUNDRY

11

The position of business training in a liberal arts education is
Myron Kilgore, '58: "I feel that discussed by Rev. Michael Mcthe Supreme Court's decision for Phelin, S.J., former dean of the
ending race
School of Business at ~ordham
segregation in
University, in the October edition
schools is one
of "Collegiate News and. Views."
of the big.gest
, Fr. McPhelin holds 'that the
steps in making
· relationship between liberal arts
America a betand business education can be
tel" place in
misunderstood in two ways, "by
which to live
misunderstanding the liberal arts"
since the Decand "by misunderstanding busilaration of Inness and its fitness to be the raw
dependence. I
material of collegiate education."
feel that such a
He contends that, "Training in
decision is only being just to the the liberal arts is not to be idenNegro. Segregation generates a tified with any one curriculum.
feeli"ng of i'nferi·ori"ty among the It is not a curricular matter so
members of the Negro race. It much as a curricular manner.
deprives them of some of the Moreover, it is a manne1· fully
benefits which they would re- consistent with a business curceive in a racially integrated sistent with a business curricuschool system. There shouldn't be lum."
any problems concerning the Su- Fr. McPhelin's conclusion is,
preme Court decision. All should "Business provides a rich mine of
act in accordance with the law matter eminently suited to the
whether they like it or not.
teaching of the liberal arts of ob• • •
servation, listening, and reading;
Dan Sherman, ,56 : , , Segre_ t?e fundamental . arts of impresgation, as the term implies, is the s10n an_d absorpt.i~n; ~he a~t~ of
separation of
comparison, classification, distmcclasses. This,
tion, relaxation and order; the art

MO/flJ

HHnln J' rrn\

COME IN AND CHARGE IT.
J

129.15
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HOWLS FROM THE LAIR Xavier Flies To Boston 1
By Brrmo Woll/

The noise is all over, even most of the second guessing has been hashed and rehashed
among the football fans around the Cincinnati area. UC just had too much of everything
and certainly lived'"up to their press notices. Still Xavier's battered, bruised, and broken (in
legs, ankles, snd arms anyway) football squad fought Cincinnati as Cincinnati has not been
fought this season.
The, Bearcats had expected to whack the Muskies all over Nippert Stadium and pull
into a thirty point lead by half time. In the UC dressing room while the two school's bands
put on their shows, there was little noise. Determined Xavier held out to the last quarter
when sheer force of numl,>ers overcame them. The Muskies had started the game with
barely thirty men, and they finished with even fewer. Frank Sweeney and Jim Brockhoff
both had to leave the game. However, neither was seriously injured and both will oppose
Boston College.
Roars from the UC partisan crowd were loud and long, but the Xavier student section
for its smallness made a lot of noise. There wasn't much to yell ab~ut except for X's early
defensive stands. On offense Xavier was never more impotent. Unable to pick up a first
down, the Muskies gained only 31 yards on the ground and nine in the air. Sophomore Roger
Bertoia completed Xavier's two passes when he came in to replace the injured Jim Brockhoff.
Because of his lack of running backs, Kluska used three ends throughout much of the
game, sending Chuck Kirkhoff out as a flanker with Turney and Junker at their usual spots.
Dick Goist's diving catch for a TD in the third quarter was one of the prettiest we've
seen in a long time. There isn't much you can do about it; UC just had it. Wait'll next year.

• • •

Three of Xavier's opponents are undefeated this season; UC, Miami, and Boston College
are rolling along piling up victory after victory. But each of them has some tough hurdles to
leap yet th~s season before they finish with a perfect record.
The Bearcats are worried about College of Pacific this Saturday, and can look forward
to trouble from Arizona State, once defeated Wichita, and Big Miami. The. Redskins, be·
sides UC, are calculating much interference for a perfect record from Indiana. After Boston
College faces Xavier, it meets Marquette and then traditional rivals Boston U. and Holy
Cross. Boston U. had been steaming along until they were derailed last week by Holy Cross
14-13. At any rate, UC rates this observer's nod as the most likely to carry through the sched·
ule undefeated.
•

0

Miglity Eagles Of BC Soar High To Po11nce On Xavier;
Bostonians Rated As Poiverhouse Team In New England
By ltlcl Brennan

j

The Musketeers of Xavier University left this morning on their longest trip of the
Pfresentdcafmpta1d·gnB. Btostocn, M ass. Tish thEeir desthin adtion. wth~re tomorrDow afternoon, they will
ace un e ea e
os on o11ege.
e ag1es o1 v1c ones over
etroit, Temple, V.M.I.,
Fordham and Springfield.
Boston has a line that is rugged and experienced. The Eagles did not lose a single man
from last year's starting team.
/
.
.
·
They also have several able
backs returning. Sports writers
f,X
f,C
ll
.S
think enough of the Eagles to
rate them a major powe: in the
0
New England area. I
H 11 9 12 A h
Morze All-Catholic
a s ,
, re ers Ill;
36-13.
The men who stand" out in the 1M .
El t Al
t
Boston line-up are Frank Morze
arion, e
SO IC ors
Marion 1 and 2 came to life in
and Jim Kane. Morze, a 6-4, 230
By Jack Claerry
th.e second half of · their game
pound tackle is a spark plug on Six teams reached the second w1th the Spartacists to register a
the line. ·He plays all line posi- round of the winners' bracket in 25-13 victory. Midway in the setions with equal ability but his the intramural touch football c_ond half, after making a goal'
double-elimination
tournament lme stand on their own five yard
with victories the past week.
line, Marion 1 and 2 began to
Hall 9 topped Elet 3B 25-18; turn the tide. Trailing 13-12, Ted
Hall 12 rolled to an easy 40-18 Griesenbrock hit Mike Bonahoon
triumph over Marion 3, and the with passes good for two TDs and
Glenwood Achers moved ahead victory.
with a 25-6 win over Hall 7. Elet Marion scored in the first half
2B reached the winners' bracket on a 30 yard run by Tom Morin,
by virtue of a forfeit by Hall 11. and a Griesenbrock to Melancon
Elet Annex defeated Elet 2B aerial.
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Frosh Football Roster ::

•

Misspelled in last week's issue was the name of Marty Wer.tz, freshman swimmer from
Chicago. We watched the team drilling for a while last week, and despite our ignorance we
were impressed. Even if the squad didn't look promising, we'd have to give them an A for
their spirit. Jim Perry can really churn up the water.

Pos. Ht. Wt. AgeHometown - High School
Aug, George ...... G 6-4 204 18 Cincinnati; Elder
Bor·er, Ron.......... E 6-4 204 18 F remon,
t o ., st . Joseph
* • *
Bridge, John .. HB 5-10 183 18 New Albany, Ind., High
In a footbrawl game last Sunday afternoon on the Xavier campus, a now limping squad
Bushell, Jim .... HB 5-10 191 18 Chicago, Illinois, Leo
of dorm students edged the day hops 13-7. .
Cain, Mike ...... HB 5-7 152 18 Cincinnati, Purcell
Tomorrow's game at Boston will be the third meeting of Xavier University and Boston
Cameron, Jack .. E 6-0 183 18 Cincinnati, Purcell
College. The Muskies won the 1952 game 6-0 and the Eagles took last year's 31-14. Xavier's
Casnellie, Gene .. T 6-0 209 19 Covington, Kentucky Latin
victory was up in Boston; mayibe history will repeat itself.
Chuck Kirkhoff, Muskie flank- Daugherty, RayHB 5-10 161 15 Cincinnati, McNichol~s
* * *
\. er, will see action in Boston.
Duzyk, Bob ........ C 6-1 194 19 Herminnie, Pa., Sewickley T'wnship
Inrtamural football has gone into full swing once again. This reminds me of the old favorite position is tackle. Last Fennell, Gregory C 6-0 210 21 Washington, D.C., St. John's
principle of a sound mind in a sound body. A man isn't at~ending Xavier merely to gain year Marze averaged 50 minutes Gelum, Bob ···· QB 5•11 179 22 Warren, Ohio, St. Mary's
intellectual knowledge. You can't neglect the old frame. It still needs exercise. So waste some per game. He made the Associated Harms, Henry ···· G 5- 11 l96 22 Cincinnati, Roger Bacon
of that excess energy on IM football, even if you don't play the game, at least get out Press AU-East second team and Hogan, Marty ···· T 5- 11 196 l 7 Cincinnati, Purcell
there and support your dorm by running up and down the sidelines cheering 'em on.
first team All-Catholic All-Amer- Karwisch, Paul .. T 6-3 202 17 Cincinnati, Elder
• • •
ican. Kane, a 6-1, 178 pound quar- Kellner, Tom ...... E 5-11 181 18 Chicago, Illinois, DePaul Academy
The most important news release in the past week was word handed down from the terback, is the Eagles' top strate- K?rr, Larry ........ E 6•3 208 20 Turtle Creek, Penn., High
h~ads of the News and the Mermaid Tavern t~at ~he organizations' annual football game gist and passer. Fans will recall Kllgore, Myron HB 56•111 182 l8 Cincinnati, DePorres
will be played Nov. 11. Anyone really bored with hfe can come down to the field and watch Kane from last year's game as Kre~s, To~ ........ E - l72 18 Cleveland, Ohio, Cathedral Latin
the slaughter. The News is predicted to win by at least seven touchdowns.
the man who threw two touch- Kubi~, Milan ·· FIB 5-o 206 22 Newark, Ohio, St. Francis
down passes to help BC defeat Laune, Dave ...... E 6-2 177 18 Chicago, Illinois, Loyola Academy
the Muskies 31-14.
Maley, J?ave. ······ G 6-1 202 18 Indianapolis, Ind., Cathedral
McElwam, J1m FB 5-11 172 19 Weirton, W. Va.,
Zotti
Not
Returning
McGuff' Terry .. c 6-3 190 18 M"ddl
· k
.
h
M
k
t
i
et own, Oh"io, F enw1c
0 ne th mg t at
us e eer fans Nugent Tom QB 6-0 166 18 E
t
Ill" . St G
can be thankful for is the fact • . '
..
v~ns on, . mo~s, . · eorge
th t D' k uz· z ,, z tt'
d 0 Brien, Tom .... T 6-0 193 19 Indianapohs, Illmo1s, Cathedral
0 1 gra u- Riley, Thomas HB 5-9 170 18 Jackson, Michigan, St. Mary's
a
ic . ig a_g
The Xavier University Musketeers will hit the road for - - - - - - - - - - - - ated.
Zotti ran ~11? through the Sabino, Pete .... HB 5-10 188 20 Cincinnati, Elder
the second straight week when they travel to Cleveland Nov. out on top by a 17-0 score. After Mu~kiet dXefe?8e tlnh' 53. He playhed St. G'rd'n, Bob RB 5-11 176 18 Jackson, Michigan, St. Mary's
6 to face the Blue Streaks of John Carroll University. The the '23 game~ the series was not agams
av1er is year on . t ,....
e Schroeder, Ed .... T 6-1· 202 19 c·mcmna
. . t•i, P urceII
.
94
2
· n at•i, Roger Bacon
Streaks, under Coach Herb Eisele, boast a 3-2 record for the rthesumed untild tlh o; ~bent in '~ side of Great Lakes but .d1dn t Schulte, Ray ...... E 6-6 222 22 c·mcm
.
e war cause
e series o again
~how
the
form
he
~bowed
m
t?e
Sciarretti,
Gabe
FB
5-9
181
19
Steubenville,
Ohio, Central Catholic
season. They hold wms over Baldwin-Wallace, Dayton, and be dropped. After the war was
53
game'.
O~e
th1~g
that
will
Spenlau,
Ronnie
T
6-0
196
18
Newport,
Kentucky,
Public
Wayne University, while their
.
. over, the series was again relosses have come at the hands of ably one of the biggest . men ~n sumed and has been played every hurt Xavier is BC s grea..t ~ass Spepanic, G'orge G 5-11 192 18 Alveton, Penn., East Huntington
Eastern Kentucky State and Tol- ~oll~ge ball t~day. -!felpmg Hll- year since '46. Of the 15 meet- ~efense. Th~ Eagles ranked fifth Stringer, Dan .. FB 5-11 185 18 Cleveland, Ohio, St. Ignatius
edo. The game will help celebrate m~kl on the lme ·will be center ings between the two clubs the m. the East m pass defense along Terry, Gene ........ C 6-0 192 18 Covington, Kentucky, Holmes
Carroll's homecoming weekend Dick Walker. Walker, a well sea- Muskies have been victorio~s on with such. great teams as Army, Vlodek, Joe .... QB 6-0 170 18 Point Marion, Pa., High
with a near capacity crowd ex- soned, hard ~riving center, played 12 of .these occasions with Carroll Navy, Prmceton and Pennsyl- Waliczek, Ted .. G 5-11 191 18 Chicago, Illinois, Tilden Tech.
WilHams, Paul HB 6-1 163 19 Carrollton, Ga., High
pected to be on hand.
~early 60 mmutes of every game winning two and the '22 game vania.
•
•
.
Young, Bob ...... FB 6-1 194 18 Hamilton, Ohio, Catholic
The Str~aks are led by south· last year.
ending in a 19-19 tie.
Probable Starting Lineups
F
h
'
~aw slinging Pete Ghirla, ~ se?Series Started in '20
The most one-sided game in the 215 Junker
RE Dickie
200 res man Schedule
ior from C~thedral Latin . m The Carroll-Xavier series start- history of the series was played 236 Sturgeon RT Miller
178 October 22 - (Fri.) Miami at Oxford, Ohio
,
Cleveland.. Gh1rla set two all time ed in 1920 with Xavier coming in 1951, x winning 41-0.
183 M'gl'no, p, RG Mat'al'ano.180 0ctober 29 • (Fri.) Ohio Wesleyan at Xavier Stadium-3:30 p.m.
Carroll gnd records last season
189 Bachman · c Palrzer
190 Nov~mber 12 - (Fri.) Dayton University at Dayton (Night)
when he intercepted five passes
201 Ruppert LG st. Pierre 200 November 19 - (Fri.) Ohio University at Athens, Ohio
and had a booting average of
230 Davis
LT Morze
230
37.5 yards for 27 punts. He also
184 Kirkholf LE Izblckl
178 .::Jf#ie: r¥r#lr¥ir#ir¥Jr#I
=:tr=»r¥JEIEI
set two individual single-game
170 Bertola
QB Kane
178
performances when he had a net
118 Z'ys'nskl RHB DeSHva
165
passing yardage of 308 yards
191 Konkoly LllB M'gnarelll 185
against Xavier and most yardage
lH M'gl'no, L. FB Gagliardi 185
on punts, 273, against Bradley.
Pete also figures in the longest
The tremendous value of milk as a natural
Ohio Wesleyan Meets
scoring play by passing when he
threw to Mike Torrelli for 81
energy restoring food makes it an essential
Freshmen Squad Today
yards against our own Muskies
Xavier
University?s
freshman
last year. Torrelli, who will be
. in every student~s diet.
football team will meet the Ohio
back this season, besides that
Wesleyan
frosh
this
afternoon
in
great play, went 82 yards for
Xavier Sta-dium at 3: 30. This
another. TD to set another record.
be the young Muskies' only apBilinski Leads Heavy Line
pearance at home his season.
Leading a line that averages
Coach Bob Finnell's charges
218 pounds from end to end is
still h~ve two other games on
656 East McMillan
WOodburn 2474
' Bob Hilinski, a 270 pound tackle.
their schedule, meeting Dayton
Bilinski is one of the biggest men
Nov. 19 and Ohio University Nov.
ever to play for Carroll and prob·
29.

Musketeers Jqurney To Cleveland To Battle
Tivice-Beaten Streaks In ffomecoming Game

•

Chase Them Streaks!
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Boston T0 Take On Bc Undefeated Ciney Drops Xavier 33-0;
On Xavier;
im In New England

M

r>o1i1ice

r

ag lUllO

G.
oes

.
.
.
witli Pig·skin

ing on their longest trip of the
e tomorrow afternoon, they will
> over Detroit, Temple, V.M.I.,

In IM's
inner's Bracket
~torious

11 •

' 36-13.
Marion 1 and 2 came to life in
the second half of · their game
nd with the Spartacists to register a
in 25-13 victory. Midway in the se~~~~.,~~&',>. ;:,-;;)j,'.~}~:~~;:;:~:.~:~<E:ii
all cond half, after making a goalLou Magliano, Xavier's captain and fullback, starts to roll around
!nt line stand on their own five yard the right side of his own line, picking u1• il\terferencc from Lenny
line, Marion 1 and 2 began to Frey and an unidentified Muskie blocker.
LS; turn the tide. Trailing 13-12, Ted - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·18 Griesenbrock hit Mike Bonahoon
he with passes good for two TDs and
Iallll•
ad victory.
'
let Marion scored in the first half
:et on a 30 yard run by Tom Morin,
apOOSeS
VerCOfile
!"'
11. and a Griesenbrock to Melancon
By Dom Giortlmio
2B aerial.
·

rs

•

•

Frosh Lose Opener to M
. XU 28 1· 2
P
0

eHometown - High School
Cincinnati, Elder
Fremont, 0., St. Joseph
New Albany, Ind., High
Chicago, Illinois, Leo
Cincinnati, Purcell
Cincinnati, Purcell
Covington, Kentucky, Latin
Cincinnati, McNicholas
Herminnie, Pa., Sewickley T'wnship
Washington, D.C., St. John's
Warren, Ohio, St. Mary's
Cincinnati, Roger Bacon
Cincinnati, Purcell
Cincinnati, Elder
Chicago, Illinois, DePaul Academy
Turtle Creek, Penn., High
Cincinnati, DePorres ·
Cleveland, Ohio, Cathedral Latin
Newark, Ohio, St. Francis
Chicago, Illinois, Loyola Academy
Indianapolis, Ind., Cathedral
Weirton, W. Va.,
Middletown, Ohio, Fenwick
Evanston, Illinois, St. George
Indianapolis, Illinois, Cathedral
Jackson, Michigan, St. Mary's
Cincinnati, Elder
Jackson, Michigan, St. Mary's
Cincinnati, Purcell
Cincinnati, Roger Bacon
Steubenville, Ohio, Central Catholic
Newport, Kentucky, Public
Alveton, Penn., East Huntington
Cleveland, Ohio, St. Ignatius
Covington, Kentucky, Holmes
Point Marion, Pa., High
Chicago, Illinois, Tilden Tech.
Carrollton, Ga., High
Ha~ilton, Ohio, Catholic

Cats Rule Second Half;
No First Downs For XU
By Jolm llaley
The University of Cincinnati Bearcats, led by~Captain
Dick Goist, exploded in the
fourth quarter to score 19
points and hand the Xavier

Eagles did not lose a singl(\! man

~tball Roster

Goist, Murphy Pace Strong Beareats

The Xavier Freshman opened their 1954 schedule by
· t th M' · F h 8 1 t M" .
·
owing 0 e iami ros 2 - 2 a
iami.
The Papooses opened the scoring when Dave Thelan
smashed over from the one yard line. Dick Kinkoph added
the first of four placements to put Miami ahead 7 to O. The
b

Muskies came right back to score
by driving 68 yal,"ds with halfback
Paul Williams going over from
11 yards out. The Musketeer
frosh then went ahead in the second period. Tom Nugent passed
to End Ron Borer on a play which
covered 73 yards. The lead was
short lived however, as Dick Kinkoph and halfback Tony Conkle
teamed up on a 81 yard pass play
of their own to put Miami into a
14-12 1ead which they never i·elinquished.
Miami broke the game open in

the third quarter when fleet
footed halfback Mike Lanese
reeled off touchdown sprints of
70 and 53 yards to seal the MusIdes' doom.
For Miami, it was their second
straight win of the season, having
beaten the Marshall College freshmen by the same score.
Xavier rolled up 253 yards total
offense while Miami piled up 369
yards. Halfback Mike Lanese personally accounted for 143 yards
of Miami's total.

Musketeers their 12th loss, 33-0.
Still the fired up Muskies played
what is probably their best game
of the current season in the first
half of the game, allowing only •
7 points to the powerful 'Cats.
Goist, who three times crossed
the goal line, picked up 90 yards
in 16 carries for a 5.6 average.
Goist Scores
Xavier quarterback Roger Berloia, who completed the Muskies'
The first touchdown of the only two passes of the afternoon, and an unidentified Xavier tackler
game came midway in the first team up to drag down a UC ground gainer while Don Presley and
quarter when the Bearcats another Bearcat look on with concern. The mighty 'Cats rolled to a
marched 93 yards for the score. 33-0 victory over injury-hounded Xavier.
Photo by KaT"chea
The big play in this drive was
made ,by Dick Pardini, who slinski. Nieman's 49 yard run put perfect pass into the hands of
broke loose for 25 yards to put the ball on the X 34 and ten plays Don Presley. The conversion was
the ball on the X 38 and two later, Goist bulled over for his no good, and the final score of the
plays later, Mike Murphy went and Cincinn.ati's third TD of the qt? game in the Muskie-Bearcat
over center for twenty yards put- game, ma.kmg the score 21-0, series was 33-0.
t'
th b n
th M i · • ll after Merritt converted.
------------mg e a on e usnes
·
O•••••••••-•••••••••
Goist finally carried into the end Within three plays the ball was
zone from the one. Maccioli con- again in the possession of the
verted, making the scor~ UC-7, Bearcats as Mike Murphy il!,terX-0.
cepted a pass by Roger Bertoia.
Davis kicked to the 25 as the Within four minutes Joe Miller
second half got underway and piled over for the score. The PAT
after an exchange of punts the was wide and the score was UC'Cats took over on the Xavier 36. 27, X-0.
A combination of short gains and Late in the final period the
a pass from Murphy to Maccioli 'Cats took the ball on their own
put the ball on the X6 yard line. 41 and six plays later they had
Then Mi~e Murphy hit Dick their 'fifth touchdown. Comchoc
Goist, who made a diving catch pitched out to Johnson who
in the end zone, for the second stopped suddenly and tossed a
'
touchdown. Maccioli once again
606 Vine St.
converted. Score: 14-0, Bearcats.
Opponents' Scores
Goist Again
Miami 46, Ohio. U. 13
PArkway 7345
Late in the period the Muskies Tennessee 14, Dayton 7
had the 'Cats deep in their own Boston College 42, Springfield 6
territory on a punt by Nor~ Zmy- Chattanooga 41, East Texas State 6 ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...
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eyan at Xavier Stadium-3:30 p.m.
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To Forget-

lue of milk as a natural
>d makes it an essential
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• All over America college smokers are flock- - The truly superior Winston filter doesn't
"thin" the taste or flatten the flavor. New
ing to Winston-the new filter cigarette real
Winstons are king-size for extra filtering
smokers can enjoy! Winston's got real flavor
action - and easy-drawing for extra good
- full, rich, tobacco flavor! Along with finer
taste. Try a pack of Winstons. You'll really
flavor, Winston brings you a finer filter. It's
enjoy 'em!
unique, it's different, it works so effectively!

Winston tastes good like, a cigarette should!

WINSTON ... the easy-drawing filter cigarette!
I
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DO·WN FRONT

Family Life Talk
Features IJiocese
Y ocation Director

Fr. Stechschulte Honored

The next meeting of the Xavier
Family Life Institute will take
place Monday, Nov. 8, in the
By /Jlayo Molu
Dorothy Albers Fine Arts Room
of Albers Hall. Featured at this
second session of the year will be
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a talk by Rev. John A. Boyle,
"Saint Joan" George Bernard Shaw's long, six-scene spiritual director at St. Gregory's
chronicle about the famed French warrior-saint, is the Cox's Semi~ary . in Mt. Washington.
· offering
·
:
third Theater Guild
of the season an d may we11 b e 8Meetmg
p.m. time has been set for
15
the best of this year's schedule.
·The topic of Fr. Boyle's talk
"Joan" certainly has much to recommend it. It is, fore- at this second meeting of the
most a work of love, and as such
Family Life Institute will be
bear~ the mark of eloquent, de- come~y about a Frenchman on "Encouraging Religious Vocavoted genius. Shaw found no con- vacation at a ~ormand~ beach t~ons/' and it. will stress the obt d' tion in his crusading un- resort. The man m question, Mr. hgabons particularly of parents
r~h~~oxy and his deep lifelong Hulot (played with relaxed, lu- toward encouraging their child0~ ·ration of a Roman' Catholic natic brilliance by French comic ren in the field of the religious
w her rather not as the Jacques Tati) seems to be the life. This is a topic which is of
a .m;
sa~~ ~ sa heroine she was but as type whose good intentions and particular interest to Fr. Boyle,
re igiouls
. n of hi's own harmless actions
get him and
an
ear y ch amp10
.
. since he is .Archdiocesean directbrand of spirited individualism. everyone else mto all sorts of dis- or of voca~1ons.
. .
t r
f J n how comfitures. The result, an hour- The sess10ns of the mshtute are
Th . 1· t
is ~1eserpre
~onSoh aw?a
minutes
of low- held on the second Monday of
morea in
s p'reface- and-twenty-five
.
.
ever,
than in the drama itself, and ~e yed~ 11h1gh qt· uka 11 t y, almdosd·t each month.
Fr. Stechsehulte measures the
th ugh he sometimes lets his pet c assic s 1aps 1c • was awar e - - - - - - - - - - - - op~nions show, and perhaps vii- last year'.s Gran? Prize at the ef!ects. His film is quite fascin- Present at the. obs~rvance of
ifies the play's antagonists a Cannes Film Festival.
atmgly different, filled with the fiftee.nth anmvers1ty of the
b"t to completely his work nevTati, who, in addition to star- charm, warmth and chuckles, and seismological observatory of John
;thel~ss approaches a high de- ring, wrote the screenplay, di- seasoned with some priceless mo-· Carroll University Oct. 17 and 18
er
f h"storical
honesty
rected and. produced if, employs ments of side-splitting hilarity. in Cleveland, Rev. Victor C.
1
g ee ;h
a it i8 J t~ S int almost no dialogue in the picture, Added attraction: U.P.A.'s fine Stechschulte, S.J., was cited by
t In ~ en •
:an et Ja
uses instead a fine combination of cartoon, "The Fifty-First Drag- Dr. Perry Byerly, secretary of the
t:: ~~~:i~~.r;:~~h:"st~:te~::. music and extra-volumed sound on." RECOMMENDED.
Seismological Society of America
Joan the Nationalist or Joan "th"
Protestant Martyr." For Shaw has
achieved a certain left-handed
success. His truth has prevailed
over his prejudices.
The play's carpenters-Director
Harold Clurman, Designer Mordecai Gorelik, and Producer Robert Whitehead, having fine Shavian mahogany at their call, have
proceeded to make the best of it,
turned out a production worthy
of both author and subject. Jean
.
.
.
'
Arthur, hitherto relegated to less
HALF DOLLAI JOINING
LlnLI IOY TAKING DAii
A POOi IUTlllfLY
meaty roles ("Shane," "Peter
MAICH Of DIMIS
fOl ISCALATOI llDI
Julie Hammond
Garth Saager,
Pan") is an impressive and deepElaine Mae Rubinstein
Michigan State Norma_l College
College
Westem
Illinois
State
ly convincing Maid of Orleans,
Brooklyn College
and the cast that surrounds her
bring to life vividly the world of
the 15th Century. In their diverse,
all-too-human reactions to· Joan
and her cause, they illustrate one
of Shaw's vital, uncomfortable
truths: that the world oftimes
does not recognize a saint until
the saint is no longer with them.
In all respects, "Saint Joan" is
superb-in language, theme, and
treatment it is magnificent theater. If you can afford it, and there
are stiH seats, DO NOT l\USS IT.

1

1

extent of a recent earthquake.

an~ pro~essor of g~oph~sics at t~e
Umve.rs1ty of Cahforn.ia, for his
"classic" doctoral thesis on deep
focus earthquakes. Dr. Byerly
spoke at a special Symposium attended •by leading seismologists.
Fr. Stechschulte is chairman of
the Math.·Physics department.

•• •

•

•••
ANT COMPLUING NOMI IUN
-HAMMATIS WAITING
TO CONGIATULATI HIM

Max Crohn
University of North Carolina

What makes a Lucky taste better?

"IT'S

• • •

SCREEN: "Le Grand Illusion,"
the flrst movie in this year's Foreign Language Serles, was a fine
French classic about World War
L Its action centered about a
group of French officers in a German P.o.w. camp (far different
from "Stalag 17") and some of
the greater truths of war and life
they discover in their internment.
Directed as it was by the famed
French Director Jean Renoir
(grandson of the painter) and
starring the very best of European actors (Jean Gabin, Pierre
Fresnay, Eric von Stroheim), the
1939 film betrayed its age only in
the pacifist theme that was the
hallmark of those years.
Artistically and dramatically it
stands with the finest, but perhaps its greatest charm lies in the
. bygone chivalry that the picture
· portrays. In a day and age when
trust and deeency have disappeared from warfare, von Stroheim's magnanimous, hl1h-princlpled German commandant is
more than a polished performance; it Is an object leS10n In
what we lost when humanity
wu banflbed from the battlefteld.

•••

"Mr. Hulot's Holiday," the current picture at the Guild, is a
delightful, slightly imane Gallic

TOASTED''
to taste better!

APACHI HOUSING DIVILOPMINT'

go

What cigarette do college students for?
According to the latest, biggest coast-tocoast survey, students prefer Luckies to all
other brands. And once again, the No. 1
reason is better taste. Of course Luckies
taste better. First of all, Lucky Strike
means fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco is
roasred to taste better. "It's Toasted"-the
famous Lucky Strike process-tones up
Luckies' light, mild, good-tasting· tobacco
to make it taste even better. Try a pack.
Maybe you'll be as fortunate as the student
in the Droodle to the right, titled:. Lucky
smoker .•• faulty cigarette vending machine. Eveniif you're not, you'll ~njoy the
better-tasting cigarette ••. Lucky Strike.

.

IOY PLYING Knl
flOM UNTAal WINDOW

James D. Merritt
University of New Hampshire

Vernon W. Swenson
Kansas State College

~'WHAT'S THIS?''
aaha R~GER PRICE•
For solution see
paragraph at left

STUDENTSI

EARi S251

Lucky Droodlee are pouriq in! Where
are yours? We pay f25 for all we_me,
and for many we don't uae. So, aend
every original Droodle in your noodle,
with its descriptive title. to Lucky . ,
Droodle,P.O.Boz87,NewYork48,N.Y •.
'llllOODllS,

c.,,,,..,, 19.14, •r ...., Price

e

LUCKIES TASTE- BmER Cleaner, Fresher, Sinootherl
HODUC'l O•

c.fe..4..••••••u .• e,..,,- •••••c··· ...................., ..........
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Withdrawal Notice
11 the student wltbdraWI
from an1 or all coanes wltlaout permission of the Dean, he
receives an automatic failure.
The student who withdraws
from any or all courses with
the requisite permisalon will
receive a arade of W, U · tbe
withdrawal takes place within
the first thJrd of the session,
or a grade of WP (withdrew
passing) or WF <withdrew
falHng) if he withdraws after
the first third of the aesalon.
Permission will be given onl1
when application ls made
within two weeks after dis·
continuance. The grade WF
Js accounted as a failure In
computing scholastic stancUns.

Brook Jewelers
Guaranteed Quality
Longine WittnauerBulova-Gruen Watches
WRITERS WANTED

Interesting positions on the
stalf of the Evening Division
News are open. Columnists, feature writers and news writers are
needed. Anyone Interested please
contact the Evening College ofllce
for further details.

for

GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

FINE SELECTION OF
WEDDING GIFTS
506 Vine St.

PArkway '193

Jo Kruempelman
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Philosophers to Concentrate
Study on ~~.'!:~'!.h;roblems

Guid8nce Center Again Aids .Students
In Finding Proper Future Professions

The Xavier Ph~losophy Club, foun~ed for the. pm:pose of
giving an opportunity to those possessing a genume mtere.st
in intellectual inquiry a ~hance to indulge i~ such ~ pursmt,
will have as its subject th~s year, Modern Ph1losoph1cal Problems. Org~nized . last sprmg by Dr. Bernard A. Gendreau,

Students, Alun1ni Both
To Benefit Frmn Center

instructor m Philosophy, and
present moderator of the group, Wisdom and Science," met for
the club had its beginning on the the first time on Sunday, Oct. 24.
Feast of st. Thomas Aquinas, and With membership limited to 15,
has since proved to be a success- this year a four man nomination
ful medium giving Xavier Uni- and election committee has been
versity's apprentice - philosophers set up to screen the applicants
opportunities to discuss and com- and to approve their entry into
municate with other thinkers the organization.
while tackling the problems and
The members of the committee
the solutions current in contem- are also the executive group of
porary thought.
the club, and are in charge of the
Meeting together twice a month, meetings. They are Dan McMathe members give their consider- hon as chairman, presiding over
ation to papers written and pre- the meetings and acting as offisented by fellow club members cial representative of the group;
for reading before the. grou~, and Frederick Drugan, acting as Host,
enter into the free d1scuss1on of and in charge of meeting place
modern Philosophy. Last year a and the contacting of members;
number of guest speakers were John P. Carmichael keeping recinvited and consented to par- ord of the groups' activities as
taking in the philosophers sympo- j Scribe; and Bill Sweeney, Cantor,
sium. Xavier's Fr. Ra~mond W. starting the meeting with prayer,
Allen,
., instructor
m as did _
matics, S.J
spoke
to the group,
also Dr. Herbert T. Schwartz, professor of Philosophy, who spoke
on the subject of Philosophy in
Mathematics. During the coming
year, several distinguished guests
are expected to address the members of the organization.
The club, whose motto is "Wine,

I

The tests are administered by
)'Iiss Helen Bierens, psychomeNow in its fourth year of
trist, after which the tests are
operation, the Guidance Censcored and checked by staff
members. Then a typed summary
ter has already "screened" 432
report is prepared which is to incases of individuals. · Origiterpret the results of the tests in
. d b th
d ·
the light of the personal internall~ orgamze . Y e a mmview. "The client is thus given
istrat10n as a service for students
an insight into his personality, apand alumni, the facilities of the
titudes and interests,'' said Dr.
Guidance Center have since been
Hamel.
"He knows himself betextended to those outside the
ter and can use that knowledge
university.
in selecting a career. Unfortun"Students with academic probately, many of the freshmen have
no
idea as to what they will do
!ems, and those who are uncerafter graduation. Our service can
tain as to their major field of
help them."
Dr. Ignatius Hamel
concentration come voluntarily
The Guidance Center, together
for advice and consultation,'' ex- a personal interview is held. Dur- with the Placement Center, ocplained Dr. Ignatius Hamel, di- ing this interview, information is cupies an office in the north end
rector of the Guidance Center. discovered about the background of Hinkle Hall.
"Similarly, the greater percent- of the individual and his specific
problem. If he is unsure about
Collect Tax Stamps
age of cases involving those who his future, a battery of tests is
All students are urged to col·
are not students are based on dis- selected and given to him. The Ject sales tax stamps and leave
satisfaction with their present battery includes interest, person-1 them at the switchboard In
positions."
alit;v, achievement, ability, and ffinkle Hall for the benefit of
When a person goes to the aptitude tests, plus an Occupa-1 the University.
__

Math~- ann~d~k~e=e~p~in~g:_:i~t~s~s~p~i:ri~t-m~o~v~in~g~._G~u~id~a:n~c~e~C~e~n~-t~e:r_s~e=e:k~i~n:_g_::ad~v~1~·c~e:_,~t~io~1~rn:'.:l~I~n~te~1~·e:s:_t_:I~n~v~e:n~t~o::ry~·:_

Shufflin' Around
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JACIC WEBB AND BEN ALEXANDER
You know them best as Sgt. Joe Friday and Officer Frank
Smi,th - stars of Chesterfield's award-winning "Dragnet"
on TV and Radio. They're now starred in the movies,
too, in Warner Bros.' great new picture, "Dragnet,"

(Continued from Page 2)
more for the salvation of his
world and culture than for any
political prestige and popularity
he might gain. In the proposals
which he will present to the assembly, are many points on
which he and the majority of the
French people, ingrained with an
ancestral hatred for the "Boche,''
will disagree. The Premier sees,
however, that agreement on all
issues is necessary for the safety
of both free Germany and also
his own France. Mendes-France
personifies the intelligent man
who is not blinded by old hatreds
and traditions.

Dance in Air-Filtered Comfort
On Cincy's Largest. Finest Floor

RUSS CARLYLE

ms Orchestra
SATURDAY EVENING
RESERVATIONS, CH 3086
,
and
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WHAT A BUYI Chesterfield regular and kingsize. (Both at the same price in most places).
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Jack Webb and Ben Alexander want what~ want
from a cigarette. Relaxation, comfort, satisfaction. They
know where to find it-because in the whole wide world,
. no cigarette satisfies like a Chesterfield.
Chesterfields are best to smoke because they alone
have the right combination of the world's best tobaccos.
Chesterfields are best for you because they're highest
in quality, low in nicotine.
Try a carton of Chesterfields today.

118 East Sixth Street
Cincinnati, Ohio
§
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LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE
e l.IGom 411 Mvus TOBACCO (9.

IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES

